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About This Game

Real-time or Turn-Based Strategy

Siegecraft Commander offers a real-time strategy (RTS) single-player campaign, while providing both turn-based and RTS
options for high-stakes multiplayer matches!

In turn-based matches, plan the location of the towers, units and walls in your fortress to outmaneuver your foes, then tactically
think and precisely aim when starting your attack! In real-time, quickly construct a base that can win the war and start an all-out

offensive. Both offer easy-to-learn strategic elements combined in subtle ways to yield a rich tactical experience!
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Web of Control

Siegecraft Commander hosts two-sided battles where each faction must destroy the other’s central base, known as a Keep.
Players build a network by aiming and launching new towers from existing structures, advancing toward an enemy’s Keep while

bolstering their own defenses.
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Let the Dominos Fall

When a tower is destroyed, any descendant structures it helped create fall like dominoes. Precise aim is vital when launching
TNT barrels, cluster mines and other projectiles at ground units and opposing structures; one well-placed shot can take out the

majority of an opponent’s towers or units!

Tower Tech Trees

Every tower boasts a distinct advantage; a Barracks generates foot soldiers that advance into enemy lines, while Ballistas act as
passive defenders against air-based units. Learn the pros and cons of each unit as you send them into battle and master the art of

war!
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A Story of Intertwined Destinies

Play through the stories of the Knights of Freemoi and the tribal Lizardmen. The Knights are greedy treasure hunters and the
Lizardmen are led by a psychotic Shaman, yet their stories are connected in ways you might not expect. Learn the secrets of the

medieval world of Siegecraft and uncover the true evil that hides within!
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Single-Player Campaigns

Play as the Knights of Freemoi or the tribal Lizardmen. Penetrate the puzzle-like defenses of pre-designed enemy fortresses.
Defend against waves of enemies using Tower Defense-like strategies, while expanding your base and destroying the unit-

spawning structures.

Multiplayer Matches

Engage in local hot-seat or online internet multiplayer, with a selection of different optional game rules, maps, and game modes
and AI bots to choose from.. Siegecraft Commander has a match-making system which groups you with 1-3 other players

quickly and across compatible platforms.
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Very easy to use and works great at streaming youtube 3D or 360 or 3D+360 videos. Needed an eye swap feature for some
youtube 3D videos and the develpor responded quickly adding that feature. I've been waiting to purchase a VR video player that
seems to handle everything and I am happy this is the one I ended up purchasing.. Really enjoy it. Bought it for my daughter and
I got hooked on it right away. You will get frustrated when you have to heard more and more sheep (frustration comes with
every game you play); but you will enjoy getting those little sheeps into the motherflocking ship.. I like this game for several
reasons:

1. Relaxing and Clear - easy to learn

2. There are NO levels - doesn't get harder (which can sometimes be a good thing)

3. There is NO Timer on any level - makes it more relaxing.

4. Great for young kids. After you do a couple, some of the fits become more obvious. Good if you are not looking for a
challenge.

Somebody made a comment about the art work. The art work is at a professional level, just quite modern. Check the show shots
to see if this goes with your person taste.. it's an actual sport.. There are some technical problems that can kill it for some folks. I
still like it enough to recommend it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbQi9mtSs28
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Very Cute game, only problem is it starts to freeze up and lags through some parts.. If you're thinking about grabbing it,
download the free trial from their website, that should convince you enough to purchase this IDE.
Hands down best IDE I've used.. It's like Battlefield made with no budget and with discontinued multiplayer! I would only
recommend grabbing it when it's on sale, for comedic value.. This is one of the best real time strategy games i've played and
actually enjoyed. it has a great storyline and is super fun to play.. Un clásico juego de golf pero con la comedia de los juegos de
Worms. Los controles son muy intuitivos. Muy recomendable

A classic golf game but with a comedy side from Worms games. Has very intuitive controls. Very recommendable. Played for
five seconds and the first thing I see? A sprite pretty much ripped directly from Corpse Party. Lame.. You might think going to
a virtual museum is not very interesting. Isn't the point of going to a museum to actually seeing the art in real life? Well, yes. But
this is awesome. It would have great potential as an educational tool. It's not the same as actually being there but when you can
put on a HMD and walk around a museum and see classic art pieces, it's very neat!

And it's free! Definitely worth checking out!. I picked up Tomato Way because the trailer looked kind of interesting. But now
after playing the game, I have to say that it wasn't worth it for me.
Tomato Was tries to be a Serious Sam like shooter with some "disturbing" elements.
Throughout the game you run through lots of gray corridors shooting down onions, cockroaches, pickles, mutant rats and other
creatures while trying to save captured tomatoes. That wouldn't be all that bad, but the problem is the execution.
The game looks, sounds and plays just awful. The frame-rate is also less than pleasant.

Verdict: If you like the visuals and love weird and intentionally "crappy" games, then check this game out. Otherwise don't
touch it.

Rating:
Gameplay: 2/5 - Clunky and fells unfair
Level Design: 2/5 - Almost like a hallway simulator
Soundtrack: 3/5 - Fitting, but nothing more
Story: 1/5 - Very badly executed
Graphics: 1/5 - Looks awful
Length: 1/5 - The story is only one hour long and it all feels way to short. Not an acceptable lenght at all
Replay Value: 2/5 - Arena mode for those who like their high scores
Enjoyment: 1/5 - Did not like it at all
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